a representation of Dr. Hawking speaking with Salvatore about black holes

Only sci-fi buffs would get the reference. It’s Michael Rennie on the right playing Klaatu in The Day the Earth Stood Still. In the scene, he’s teaching the professor, who’s number one in his field, about it. Now that might sound a “bit” arrogant on my part, right? Nope. It’s about what I call “God’s truth”:
1. you hold good in your heart
2. you pray to God for inspiration
3. She answers your prayers positively

This has been my LIFE <3

The 3 Cs and Ps:
  nurture: Curiosity Creativity Compassion
  practice: Patience Persistence Prayer
I used to think Stephen was wasting his genius on his “hobby”, black holes. I was Wrong. Please watch the movie The Theory of Everything before continuing .. Please do so; I’m begging you .. Assuming you did, the film is NOT about physics but about the human spirit. Stephen is confronted with his deteriorating body just as he is beginning to develop his relationship with his future wife – and – his theory about black holes. But it’s a no-brainer for him: continue.

Fast forward to now. Stephen’s assistant, over the last ten years at least, has first name Sam, my nickname as well. Sam never showed my letters to Stephen over the years, I’m fairly certain, for Stephen’s privacy. But as you can imagine, just as Einstein got ideas from being a patent clerk, Sam actually read those letters. Stephen William Hawking passed away earlier this year, but his spirit continues in me, Sam, and others. In my last letter to Stephen’s email-box, I addressed that letter specifically to Sam NOT because Stephen has passed away, but because over the years, I had been corresponding with Sam.

Now, of course, it’s up to him/whoever is monitoring Stephen’s box to think about it. And regardless of any response, I will pursue it myself. I owe it to Stephen.
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